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MAZAEL CRAVENLOCK stands victorious over all his foes, and wishes nothing more than to live

quietly in peace, overseeing his lands. Yet a relic of the ancient world, a thing of black sorcery, has

been unearthed, a weapon that threatens to turn the Grim Marches to a realm of corpses.And

Mazaelâ€™s sins might return to devour himâ€¦ROMARIA GREENSHIELD has mastered herself at

last, the human and Elderborn halves of her soul in harmony. Free from her past, she travels north

to start a new life in the Grim Marches.But now she faces a hunter that even she might not have the

skill to overcomeâ€¦LUCAN MANDRAGON is trapped in the netherworld between life and death,

imprisoned by his own folly. Haunted by visions of his mistakes, tormented by memories of his past,

Lucan finds himself the prey of a spirit both mighty and corrupt.And the price to escape might

consume all he has leftâ€¦CORVAD burns with the blood and power of the Demonsouled. He will

take up the sword of the Destroyer, and throw down the realms of men.And once he claims the

ancient relic for himself, all the world shall be hisâ€¦MOLLY has lost everything she holds dear, and

has no reason left to live.There is only one cure for her loss, one vengeance she can take for her

pain.The death of Mazael Cravenlock. ABOUT THE AUTHORStanding over six feet tall, Jonathan

Moeller has the piercing blue eyes of a Conan of Cimmeria, the bronze-colored hair a Visigothic

warrior-king, and the stern visage of a captain of men, none of which are useful in his career as a

computer repairman, alas.He has written the "Demonsouled" trilogy of sword-and-sorcery novels,

and continues to write the "Ghosts" sequence about assassin and spy Caina Amalas, the "$0.99

Beginner's Guide" series of computer books, and numerous other works.
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My opinion of this book is as follows: The story is great, the story is fantastic, and the action is up

close and personal. The one and only reason it deserves four stars instead of five is that there are

small grammatical errors throughout the book.

I couldn't decide whether to buy book 4 or not, but went ahead and did it anyway. I tell you, readers,

I am all Malrag'd and Ograg'd out. Book 4 is starting to bleed into his Frostborn series - the

Urdmoloch have shown up, as has the forest where the Dark Highelves (the Traveler) have made

their dominion. Mazael is once again succumbing to his demon nature. You would think he could

not wield his sword, Lion, if he were truly demonsouled. You'd think the sword would make him kill

himself......And Lucan. I'm tired of Lucan. Doing really bad things in the name of doing good (he

thinks).The books so far have had positive resolutions, but the evil and the death that precede the

resolution are all the same. Vicious, violent and ultimately boring, as they have happened just the

same way in all the preceding books.And I agree with one reviewer who said the spelling is bad.

Didn't anyone proofread these books?? Not so much this book - but the first one - OY!!

Jonathan Moeller has created an entertaining series. I like the fact that Manzel has increased his

inner circle of friends, a few supporting characters have more detail in this installment, which helps

the series. I am hoping the next books expand to different types of adventures, although well written

and described, some items are starting to get stale for me. It's not time to give up yet, the next book

is on my radar.

This series is very good but I wish the author had tied up all the loose ends and finished the series.

Saying this I probably will not read the next installment because I am burned out on the constant

fighting and character involvement. I loved the main characters and where he took them but it was

time to end the series. I would recommend these books and you can decide for yourself whether



you want to follow up or not. It is fairly easy to see where the author is going with this series. But

kudos for a great series!!!

I don't do synopsis, and usually don't even leave a comment or review if mediocre, but in the world

of try the first for free and get hooked on the rest Mr. Moeller succeeds well beyond my

expectations. I have purchased the rest of the "Demonsouled" series and by and large have

enjoyed every one. They are very addicting with plenty of action and good storylines. There is a little

roughness around the edges, thus the reason for the 4 stars as oppoosed to 5, but no so much as

to be distracting. That being said, there is a little repetition within all of the books that I find

somewhat annoying, but once agin, I would still reccomend all of the "Demonsouled" series. Really,

try this author. He's good.

Series not as good as Frostborn but still good. Even though Maezel is the main character, Lucan is

the more interesting character. Not really sure where he's going with him. Guess I have to read

on.....

This is a great series of books that I happened upon. I picked up the first one as a free kindle book

but I quickly bought the rest of the series (Much as I did with the Ranger's apprentice series) It is

difficult to fin a good story teller but Jonathan Moeller is just that. Me. Moeller makes the battle

scenes come alive. Start the beginning and enjoy the series.

Soul of Dragons continues the Demonsouled series in grand style. Moeller's imagination seems to

be limitless. Many years ago I enjoyed the works of Stephen R. Donaldson (Lord Foul's Bane),

Moeller takes the legacy of Donaldson one step further. I look forward to the next book in the series

with great anticipation.
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